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Anna and Elsa are preparing for their kingdomâ€™s very first royal ball! Children ages 2 to 5 will

love reading how the royal sisters head outside to find flowers for their party and end up rescuing a

baby reindeerâ€”with help from Olaf! This brand-new Little Golden Book stars the characters from

the awardâ€“winning movie Disneyâ€™s Frozen.
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As I was placing my daughter to bed last night, she surprised me with this new Frozen story book.

We read it together and I have to say it is the best children's story I have seen in a long time.It is a

heartwarming tale that takes place shortly after events in the movie. The people of Arendelle have

wholeheartedly accepted Elsa as their queen and she (along with her sister Anna) wants to thank

them by having a royal ball. They go on a little adventure while collecting flowers for the ball.The

drawings are wonderful, more detailed than we have seen in previous Frozen books. But what I love

most about "A New Reindeer Friend" is that it's appropriate for all ages, even two year olds,

because there are no villains, scary monsters or love interests. It is a completely innocent story full

of sisterly love and laughter.

You know how there's "Disney good", like The Little Mermaid, and there's "Disney cashing in", like



the The Little Mermaid II? It's not only a difference in art and writing quality, it's a difference in the

heart of the story. A New Reindeer Friend falls into the "Disney good" category, a story that

compliments Frozen in both style and heart.A New Reindeer happens after the movie, and follows

the sisters picking flowers for the upcoming ball. With no enemies badder than a bumblebee (who

comically chases Olaf), this is a Golden Book even the youngest of fans can appreciate before bed.

Do keep in mind this is a Big Golden Book, 9x11" rather than the "normal" Golden Books that are

6.5x8". Fortunately the illustrations are top-notch Disney and lend themselves well to the format.

A New Reindeer Friend (Disney Frozen) (Little Golden Book) Hardcover â€“ January 6, 2015This is

a cute little story book sure to please your little frozen fans.The story is very entertaining and

engaging. It makes a great bedtimestory book as it only takes about 5 minutes to read. Highly

recommend.A New Reindeer Friend (Disney Frozen) (Little Golden Book)

Cute albeit simple storyline, well illustrated. My two young cousins age 3 and 4 enjoyed getting this

book. Like others said it's a short book so is a quick easy read but probably won't hold older kids'

interest for more than a few reads.

Kids like it cause obsessed with all things frozenIt bothers me because the title is about the reindeer

friend but only the last page or two is about that, the rest is Anna and Elsa looking for stuff.

I love these Little Golden Books I buy them for my niece all of the time, I am glad there are Frozen

ones now, because that seems to be the obsession even still. These books never disappoint me.

Cheap, great quality, shipped fast. Loved it!

Cute story. Slightly wordy for a group reading. But the pictures are very cute and keep most of the

kids' attention. It's a story about the sisters and them planning a party together. Then they get

distracted and have a fun day and help a trapped reindeer in the process.

This book arrived with some corners dented... Otherwise a great colorful story! The packaging could

have been better like sealing the book to prevent damage to corners would've been helpful than just

dumping it in box without any padding or bubble wrap.
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